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ABSTRACT 
In this note, we prove the following result, settling a question raised at the end of [Bore1 & Serre, 
19531, cf. [Borel, 1983 pp. 228 and 7081. A related result for Lie groups of type E8 was recently 
proved by J.F. Adams. 
THEOREM. Let r be a prime and G a simple algebraic group of exceptional type over an algebrai- 
cally closed field of characteristic f r. Let E be an elementary abelian r-subgroup of G of maximal 
rank. Then rank(E) = Lie rank(G) with the exception of r = 2 and G = Gz, F4, the adjoint E,, and 
Es, in which cases rank(E) = Lie rank(G) + 1. Moreover, E is unique up to conjugacy. 
1. THE PRIME 2 
In this section we prove the following 
THEOREM. Let G be an algebraic group of type G2, F4, Ee, adjoint E7, 
simply connected E7, or Es over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
+2, and let E be an elementary abelian 2-group in G of maximal order. Then 
1 E I= 23, 25, 2’, 2’, 2’, 29 in the respective cases. Moreover, in each case any two 
such elementary abelian subgroups are conjugate. 
PROOF. By a theorem of [Springer & Steinberg, 19701, due to [Bore1 & Serre, 
19531 in the Lie group case, E is a subgroup of No(T) for some maximal 
torus T of G. In particular, [El I 2’. 1 WI, where 1 is the Lie rank of G and 
W=No(T)/T, so E is finite. We shall deal with each case separately, although 
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the arguments are similar. The idea is to produce a certain subgroup containing 
the preimage in N of a Sylow 2-subgroup of W. 
‘32. Let J,, J2 be commuting (nonconjugate) fundamental SL2’s. We 
may take TI D = Ji Jz. Moreover N,(T)/T contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
W= N,(T)/T, so we may assume EsD. Let Z(D) = (e). Maximality of E then 
implies E=(e,x,xz,ylyZ), where x~,JJ~EJ~, xz,y2~J2, xf=x~=y~=y~= 
= [xi, ur] = [x2, y2] = e. It is clear that any two such groups are conjugate in D. 
F4. There is an involution in F4 with centralizer D, the simply connected 
group of type B4. We may take TrD and check that ND(T)/T contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(T)/T. Hence, we may take EsD. An involution in 
SO, lifts to an involution in D if and only if the eigenspace for eigenvalue - 1 
has dimension a multiple of 4. A direct check then shows that D has 2-rank 5 
and all elementary abelian subgroups of D of order 25 are conjugate. 
E6. Set V=i2,(T)={t~TIt~=l). Then V is the natural module for 
O-(6,2)= W. By 0 8 of [Aschbacher & Seitz, 19761 W has 4 classes of invo- 
lutions, represented by a2, c2, br , and bs. Here the subscript is the dimension of 
the commutator space of the involution. The involutions in Q-(6,2) are con- 
jugates of a2 and c2. Long root subgroups of W are generated by conjugates 
of a2, the commutator space [V, a,] is totally singular, and CV(a2) = [V, a21 I. 
Finally, by (19.9)(ii) of [Aschbacher & Seitz, 19761, applied to O-(6,2)= 
= U4(2)-2, we have Cw(b3)~C,(b,) for suitable choice of bi. 
To prove the theorem for E6 we may and shall assume that E is not con- 
tained in a maximal torus of G, 1 E 1 L 26, and Es N,(T). Set E= ET/T, 
and for XE E, write R =xT. If E centralizes b, , then there is a fundamental 
SL2 normalized by T, containing a preimage in N(T) of bi, and such that 
ErSL,oSL,. A direct check then shows that E is necessarily contained in a 
maximal torus, a contradiction. Hence i? does not centralize a b, involution. 
In particular, Er52-(6,2). Moreover, if C,(,?) contains a nonsingular vector 
u, then E centralizes the unique involution b, of W satisfying [V, &] = (o), a 
contradiction. Therefore, C,(E) is totally singular, IEn TI 14, and I,?/ ~2~. 
Let EI P be the stabilizer in O- (6,2) of a singular l-space of V. Then 
P= 02(P)L, where L I Q-(4,2) and 02(P) is the natural module for L. Since 
IEl 224, an easy argument shows that E=02(P) and so IEl =24. Hence, E 
contains distinct a2 involutions X, J. Then C,(X) and C,(J) have distinct 
radicals, so the singular points of C,(X) n C&j) span a subspace of dimension 
I 1. Consequently, I E 1 I IE I - I E n T I I 24 - 2 < 26. This contradiction finishes 
the proof of the E6 case. 
E,. Fix a maximal torus T and corresponding system of root groups. Let 
z denote a maximal set of pairwise commuting fundamental SL2’s from this 
system. If we label the diagram as follows 
I 2 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
1 3 4 5 6 7 
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then we can take z= {Jr, . . . . J,}, where Ji = ( CJ,8, > and the fii are as follows: 
&=2234321, j&=0112221, &=t)OOOOOl, &=0112100, 
ps=ooooloo, &=01oOooo, ~,=ooloooo. 
Set Z(Ji)=(ei) and J=Jl,..., J,. Then {er, . . ..e.} is a set of commuting 
involutions which span Z = Z(J). 
LEMMA 1 (I?,). 
(i) No(J)/J=L,(2) and No(J) is 2-transitive on Z, hence on {e,, . . ..e7}. 
(ii) If G is simply connected, the relations on {e,, . . . . e7} are spanned by 
{eeee eeee eeee}. So 1Zj=24. 45679 23679 1256 
(iii) If G is adjoint, the relations on {e,, . . . , e7} are spanned by 
{eeee eeee eeee eee). So 1Z/=23. 4567, 23 679 125 69 123 
PROOF. For each i, the centralizer Co(Ji) is of type D6. Within D6 a maximal 
commuting product of fundamental SL2’s corresponds to a decomposition of 
the usual orthogonal module into three perpendicular 4-spaces. One checks that 
S4 is induced on such a commuting product, transitive on the 6 copies of SL2. 
Hence, No(J) is 2-transitive on {JI, . . . . J7}, No(J)/J has order 168, and (i) 
follows. 
For (ii) and (iii) first check that e&?&, e2ese&, ele2e5e6, ele2e3 are each 
in Z(G) (show that they centralize each root group corresponding to a funda- 
mental root). Hence, in the simple group IZ 1~2~. Equality must hold since 
L,(2) acts nontrivially on Z. This gives (iii). For (ii), view E71 Es and note that 
e&e&, e2e3e6e7, e1e2e5e6 are in Z(E,)= 1, while ele2e3 is not. 
One can now list explicitly all relations on the ei’s, listing tuples of integers 
to indicate corresponding products of ei’s which are trivial. 
(*I 
G simply connected: $67, 2367, 1256, 1247, 2345, 1357, 1346. 
G adjoint: 4567, 2367, 1256, 1247, 2345, 1357, 1346, 
123, 145, 347, 356, 167, 246, 257, 
1234567 
LEMMA 2 (E7). Let ES J be an elementary abelian 2-group. 
(i) There exist subgroups Q; of Ji (1 I is 7) such that Qi = (Xi, yi > is quater- 
nion of order 8, NJi(Qi) induces S, on Qi, and E<Q=Q, . . . Q7. 
(ii) IE 1~2*, 2’ according to whether G is adjoint or simply connected. 
(iii) If G is adjoint, there is a unique J-class of elementary abelian groups of 
order 2’, represented by 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ***Y7)* 
(iv) If G is simply connected, there is a unique J-class of elementary abelian 
groups of order 27, represented by (Z, x x x x x x x x x x x x > 45679236191256' 
(v) Any 2-group in G is conjugate to a subgroup of No(J). 
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PROOF. Consider EZ/ZIJ/Z and project to each of the simple summands. 
Each projection of E is contained in the Klein 4-subgroup of a group iso- 
morphic to S,. The preimages of the &‘s are the normalizers of the Q’s. This 
gives (i). 
For the other parts take E of maximal order. Then ZI E. Suppose e E E - Z. 
Conjugating by a suitable element in the product of the normalizers of the 
Q;‘s we may assume e is a product of certain of the elements x1, . . . . x7. Since 
e is an involution the relations force e=xiXjXkX/, xixjxk, Or X1 . . . X7, where 
ijkl or ijk is one of the tuples in (*). 
For each i, [Xi, yi] = ei. Moreover, inspection of the above tuples shows: 
){i,j,k,I}n{r,s,f}l=O or 2 and I{i,j,k,I}n{r,s,t,u}1=2 if {i,j,k,f}# 
f {r, s, t, o} . The proof of (ii), (iii), and (iv) is completed using these facts and 
an easy check of cases. Finally, (v) follows since EsNo(T) and the orders of 
N,(T)/T and N,(T)/T have the same 2-part (2”). 
LEMMA 3 (E7). Assume G is adjoint and EsNo(J) is an elementary abelian 
2-group. Then IE 1 I 2’, equality possible only if E is G-conjugate to a sub- 
group of J. 
PROOF. Suppose [El 12*, EI No(J), but Es J. Let X= EJ/J, regarded as a 
subgroup of L,(2). Hence, X=Z, or H,xZ,. The permutation action of 
No(J)/Jon Zis the same as that on Z#. Let Y=EnJ, with YlQ=Q, . . . Q7 
as in Lemma 2, and E normalizing Q (use the fact that Nc(Ji) = JiCo(Ji) for 
each i). Set ai=xiZ and bi=yiZ. 
CASE 1. C,(E)=Z,. By transitivity we may assume C,(E) = (e,). Since 
involutions in L,(2) have a 2-dimensional fixed space on the usual module, 
Xz.Z, x Z,. So Y=Efl J is elementary abelian of order at least 26 and 
IYZ/Zl125. 
R = C,,,(X) is the product of groups of type PSLz, one for each orbit of X 
on z. NOW, X has orbits of size 1,2,2,2. Write R = R, . . . Rq, each Ris PSLZ 
and R, = JIZ/Z. If { Ji, Jj} is an orbit, then eiej is fixed by E, hence e, =eiej. 
Thus lij is one of the triples above. So the orbits are {J2, J,}, {J4, J5}, 
{J6, J,}, with corresponding PSL,‘s R2, R3, Rd. YZ/Zfl RI = 1 (since Yfl J1 = 
= (e, )). So conjugating by an appropriate element of N(Q) we may assume 
that the image of YZ/Z under projection to R2R3R4 contains a hyperplane of 
(a a b b a a b b a a b b ). Intersecting the projection with (a2a3, b2b3 >, 2 39 2 39 4 59 4 59 6 79 6 7 
(a,a,, b4b5 >, and ( a6a7, b6b7), we may assume Y contains elements projecting 
to a2a3, a4a5, and a&. Hence, we may assume Y Contains X1X2X3, X1X4X5, 
and x1x6x7. But also, Y contains an element projecting t0 an inVOhtiOn in 
( b2b3, b4b5 >, forcing Y to be nonabelian. Contradiction. 
CASE 2. Cz(E)=Z2x Z2. Then E fixes 3 Ji’S, but does not centralize Z. SO 
we may assume E normalizes J1, J2, and J3. No element of L,(2) fixes more 
than 3 elements of the usual module, so X is semiregular on { J4, J5, J6,Jy > . 
First assume Xr Z,. Then YZ/Z has order at least 25 and without loss of 
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generality we may assume the nontrivial orbits of E on z to be (J4, Js} and 
{J6, 5,). Now Yfl J1 J2 J3 is not contained in 2, so we may assume x1x2x3 E Y. 
If YnJ, J2J3= (~,,~,,x~x~x~), then the image of Y under projection to 
J4 J5 J6 J,Z/Z coincides with (a,a,, b4bS, asal, b6b7) and this forces Y to be 
nonabelian. So assume ~1~2x3, yIy2y3 are both in Y. As above, we may 
assume Y contains an element projecting to a4a5, which again forces Y to be 
nonabelian. Thus XG E2 x Z2. 
Hence E has a unique nontrivial orbit on z of size 4 and ) YZ/Z 11 24. It 
follows that 1 Yfl J1 J2 J31 ?24, SO we may assume ~~~2x3, yly2y3 E Y. NOW 
N&J,) nN&J,) f-IN&J,) = J1 J2 J3D, where D = Do is simply connected of type 
D4 (indeed, Z(D) = (e4e5,e5e7)). Take h E E- (Z,xlx2x3, yly2y3). Since h 
commutes with x1x2x3 and y1y2y3, we may take h ED. Now D has just 1 class 
of involutions in D-Z(D), represented by e4 (corresponding to involutions in 
SOs of type (1)4( - 1)4). Hence C,(h) is D-conjugate to C&e,) = J4 J5 J6J7. 
Thus, ES J, J2J3CD(h), a D-conjugate of J. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4 (E7). Assume G is simply connected and EsNo(J) is an elemen- 
tary abelian 2-group. Then I E 1 I 27, equality possible only if E is G-conjugate 
to a subgroup of J. 
PROOF. Assume [El ~2~ and Ef J. Then, up to conjugacy in N,(J)/Jz 
=L,(2), we have that X= EJ/J is one of the groups listed in the table below, 
where a, b, c are elements of N,(J)/J inducing the permutations (2,3)(6,7), 
(4,5)(6,7), (4,6)(5,7), respectively, on z. A direct check shows that, in each 
case, C,(X) is as indicated in the table. Thus, the rank of EnZ (a subgroup 
of C,(X)) is at most 3, 2, and 3, so that J(EnJ)Z/ZI ~2~, 23, and 22, in the 
respective cases. 
On the other hand, if q= q1 . . . q7, where qi E Qi Z/Z, is an involution then 
the tuple of indices i with qi # 1 is a 4-tuple of (*). Moreover, if q is centralized 
by X, this tuple must be invariant under the permutation action of X on J?. In 
the table, under inv (X), those tuples from (*) are listed which are X-invariant. 
It readily follows from the structure of inv (X) that (Efl Q)Z/Z has size at most 
22 in all three cases. Therefore, we must have X= (b, c), E? (er, e2, e3 >, and, 
without loss of generality, (En J)Z/Z= (x4x,x,x7, y4y5&y7)Z/Z. In parti- 
cular EzzN,(J,)N,(J,)N,(J,), and we can finish as in the previous lemma. 
X cc> (a, b> (kc> 
C.z(X) (el,e2.e3) (elre2e3) (ebe2,e3) 
inv (X) 4561, 1357, 1346 4561, 2367, 2345 4567 
The E7 case of the theorem follows from Lemmas 2, 3, and 4. 
E8. We proceed as for E7. Again T is a maximal torus, and z a maximal 
set of pairwise commuting fundamental SL2’s. We label the diagram 
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I 2 
o-o- 6 -0-o-o-o 
13 4 5 6 7 8 
and take Z’= {Jr, . . . . Js}, where (Ji)rli5, as for E7 and Js = ( IY,~~), with 
&=23465432. Set Z(J,)= (ei) and J=Jr . . . Js. Then {e,, . . ..es} is a set of 
commuting involutions spanning Z = Z(J). 
LEMMA 5 (E8). 
(i) No(J)/J=ZiL,(2) and No(J) is 3-transitive on Z, hence on {e,, . . ..ee}. 
(ii) The relations on {el, . . . . es} are given by the tuples of even length in (*) 
and the tuples obtained by joining 8 to the tuples of odd length in (*). 
PROOF. For each ic { 1, . . . . S}, the group Co(Ji) is of type E7, so the lemma 
is easily derived from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 6 (Es). Let ES J be an elementary abelian 2-group. 
(i) There exist subgroups Qi of Ji such that Qi = (Xi, yi ) is quaternion of 
order 8, NJi(Qi) induces S3 on Qi, and EsQ=Q, . . . Q8. 
(ii) lEl~2~. 
(iii) There is a unique J-class of elementary abelian subgroups of order 29, 
represented by (Z,x4x5x~x7,x2x3x~x~,x~x~x5x~,xIx2x3x8, y, . . . yg>. 
(iv) Any 2-group in G is conjugate to a subgroup of No(J). 
PROOF. Similar to Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 7 (E8). 
(i) Let K= (eiekll Ij,kS8) and R/J= Oz(N(J)/J). Then K is a hyperplane 
in Z and R = N(J) n C(K). 
(ii) R-J contains a conjugate d of e, such that each involution in R-J is 
N(J)-conjugate to an involution in dK. 
(iii) If ijkl iS a 4-tUpk as in Lemma 5(ii) and if Xi, Xj, xk, xl are elements of 
order 4 in Ji, Jj, Jk, J,, respectively, then XixjxkxlE ep. 
PROOF. N(J) acts on K since it permutes z, and clearly K is a hyperplane 
in Z. So No(J) induces L,(2) on K and (i) follows. Observe that R/J acts 
regularly on Z. 
Let z E K# . Then JC D = Co(z) = D8 (half-spin). Consider SOI6 (an image of 
the covering group of D) and its subgroup fi=S0,,n(0,)4. Set (D)‘=J, a 
group corresponding to J. Choose reflections t,, t2, t3, t4, one from each 0,. 
The product of any two of these is in SOI& and these products generate an 
elementary abelian group 9 of order 8 which acts faithfully on the set 2 of 
simple factors of 1. Let I? denote the subgroup corresponding to R. Then s”tl R 
is not contained in 1. Since t = tl t2t3t4 is the unique element in s acting semi- 
regularly on 2, we have t El?- J. In SOr6, t is conjugate to an involution in a 
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fundamental SL2. Translating this to D we conclude that there must exist an 
element d E (DnR) -J, with d a conjugate of el . 
To prove (ii) let t be any involution in R -J. Since (R/J) # is fused in 
No(J), we may assume tJ=dJ. Hence, J/Z is the direct product of simple 
groups permuted semiregularly by t. Therefore, all involutions in dJ are con- 
jugates of those in dZ. Hence, we may assume t E dZ. Also, C=(d) =K (since 
Z-K= {e,, . . . . es)). So the only involutions in dZ are in fact in dK. This 
proves (ii). 
For (iii) again consider D and choose X0 YsD with X, Y of type D4. Then 
X and Y are simply connected and we may take Js X0 Y, where Jfl X and Jfl Y 
are each a product of 4 of the fundamental SL2’s. Say JnX= J J J J r s u “’ One 
checks that e,.e,e,e,= 1 so rsuu is one of the 4-tuples of Lemma 5(ii). From 
3-transitivity of N(J) on z we may assume {r,s, U, u} = {i, j, k, 1). Set x = 
xixjxkxl. The image of x in a quotient of X isomorphic to SOs is necessarily 
conjugate to the images of ei,ej,ek, and el (by consideration of the action of 
this image on the orthogonal module). Without loss we may assume the kernel 
to the map is (e;ej). Hence, x-ei or ei(eiej)=ej, proving (iii). 
LEMMA 8 (Es). Let EsNo(J) be an elementary abelian 2-group. Then 
(E 1 I 29, equality possible only if E is G-conjugate to a subgroup of J. 
PROOF. Assume 1 E 12 29 and let X = EJ/J. If X has a fixed point, say J8, on 
z, then ES N(J,) = J8E7 and we are done by reduction to E,. Similarly, we 
may assume E centralizes no conjugate of el. 
Assume Xfl (R/J) = 1, so 1 X 1 I 4. Involutions in N(J)/J fixing a point in 2 
fix exactly 4 points, so from the above paragraph we conclude X contains a 
regular involution, say x. Then C,(x) % K (as Z -K = {e,, . . . , es}) and x is non- 
trivial on K (as xbR). Thus, IEflZlslCz(E)Is4. But IEnJlz2’, whence 
(Efl J)Z is an elementary abelian group of order at least 29. 
Apply Lemma 6. Replacing E by a J-conjugate, if necessary, we may assume 
(EnJ)Z/Z=(Z,X4XSX6X’,X2X3XgX’,XIX2X5Xg,XIX2X3Xs,yl . . . ys). However, x 
must centralize (En J)Z/Z and have no fixed points on z. Checking possible 
orbits of x we see this to be impossible. 
We may now assume XfI(R/J) # 1 and let SE (EnR) - J. Lemma 7(ii) 
implies SK= aK for some aeel;. From the first paragraph it follows that E 
does not centralize K. In particular, E is not contained in R. Let fc E - R. Then 
IE~zl~ICZ(E)l~IC,(~)~CzCf)l=lc,df)l=4. 
It follows that EnJ must contain an element of the form d=XiXjXkX,Zy 
where ijkl is a tuple as in Lemma 5, x, is of order 4 in Ji for r E (i, j, k, l}, and 
z E Z. Note that (i, j, k, l} is necessarily a union of two orbits of (s). Also X 
must act on {i, j, k, I} and also on its complement (as E centralizes s). 
If IX 114, then as above I(Efl J)Z 1~2~ and we again obtain (recall that 
IEnZ ( 14) a contradiction using Lemma 6. Hence, IX I rg. Restricting the 
abelian group X to {i, j, k, l} we obtain an element 1 #XE X fixing i, j, k, and 
1. Also X is transitive on either {i, j, k, l} or its complement {i’, j’, k’, l’}. 
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Order considerations imply EnJ must also contain an element of the form 
x,,xj,xk,xrz’, so we may assume X is transitive on {i, j, k, 1). Let e E E satisfy 
eJ=x. Then d =de=(XiXjXkXr)‘z’. But e normalizes each of Ji, Jj, Jk, Jl, SO 
xi’ = xief for t = 0,l. Transitivity forces x,’ = x,e/ for each r E {i, j, /r, I}, and so 
(XiXjXkX,)‘=XiXjXkX/. Thus, Z=Z~ and SO ~~Cz(e)=(ei,ej,ek,e~>. Hence 
d-XiXjXkX, (use an element of (vi, JJj, yk, Y/ >) and SO by Lemma 7(iii), dE ef, 
contradicting the first paragraph. 
The Es case of the theorem is now immediate from Lemmas 6 and 8. 
COROLLARY. Let q be an odd prime power. Then the 2-rank of ‘G2(q), 
G(q), F&h Edq), 2Edd, 4(q), &?), Es(q) is 3,3,5,66 8,7,9 in the 
respective cases. 
PROOF. Let G be the algebraic group and let q be a power of the prime p. If 
0 is a field endomorphism, then it is immediate from the description given that 
the elementary abelian a-groups of maximal rank can be taken in @“(G,). 
Suppose G is of type E6 and that cr = qr, where r is a graph automorphism. Set 
E = 52,( T), where T is a a-stable torus contained in a o-stable Bore1 subgroup. 
Let +s EN(T) represent the long word woe W=N(T)/T. Since 714~ acts on T 
by inversion it fixes E elementwise; hence atie = qrtiO fixes E elementwise. The 
result follows since Lang’s Theorem implies that o and OV&, are G-conjugate. 
Finally, consideration of the centralizer of an involution shows that the 2-rank 
of ‘G2(q) is 3. 
2.ODDPRIMES 
In this section r is an odd prime and G is an algebraic group of exceptional 
type over an algebraically closed field of characteristic distinct from r. We begin 
with a general lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let J be an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p + r. Suppose J= T,o J, 0 mm- 0 Jk, a central product of an s- 
dimensional torus and k groups isomorphic to SL,. Then the r-rank of J is 
s+ k(r - 1) and all elementary abelian r-subgroups of maximal rank are con- 
tained in a maximal torus of J. 
PROOF. Assume 2 < r #p. J contains a maximal torus of rank s + k(r- l), so 
the r-rank of J is at least s+ k(r - 1). Since the r-rank of both SL, and PSL, is 
easily checked to be r - 1, the first assertion follows by induction, factoring out 
T, and all but one of the SLr’s. These remarks also show that J/Ji has r-rank 
s + (k - l)(r - l), for each 1 I is k. Let E be an elementary abelian r-subgroup 
of J having maximal rank and fix i (1 lil k). By the above, EnJi has rank 
r- 1, and since Efl Ji is abelian it is contained in a maximal torus T; of 
JisSL,. Moreover, C,(EflJ,)=T;. Hence, E<nj C,(EflJi)=T,T[,...,Ti, 
a maximal torus of J. The lemma follows. 
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By the results of [Springer & Steinberg, 19701 every elementary abelian r- 
group in G can be embedded in a torus if r> 3 for G2 and F4, r> 5 for E6 and 
E,, and r > 7 for E8. Thus, we only consider the remaining odd primes. Let T 
be a maximal torus of G. The following subgroups D of G contain T and are 
such that N,(T)/T contains a Sylow r-group of No(T)/T. 
G r=3 
G A2 I-- F4 A24 E6 (&bAd3 El TI(A~A~A~~ ES MhWd3 
r=5 
Tz4 
TA 
AA 
r=l 
TV% 
Here, Ti stands for a torus of rank i, and A,-, for a fundamental subgroup 
isomorphic to SL,. 
PROPOSITION. If r is an odd prime and G is an algebraic group of exceptional 
Lie type over an algebraically closed field of characteristic f r, then the r-rank 
of G is the Lie rank of G. Moreover, aN elementary abelian r-subgroups of 
maximal rank are conjugate and contained in a maximal torus of G. 
PROOF. Let E be an elementary abelian r-subgroup of G of rank at least the 
Lie rank of G. In view of the previous comments we may take r to be one of 
the primes in the table above and assume that EID, where D is also given in 
the table. A dimension check shows that Do contains a maximal torus of G, so 
the result follows from Lemma 9 provided EID’. 
Suppose there is eeE-Do. Then r=3, G=E,, E,, or Es. Here D contains 
a normal subgroup S with SE 1, T, , or AZ, respectively, D/SZ(D) the wreath 
product of PSL3 with Z,, and CDIszcD,(e) E PSL3 x Z13. So the 3-rank of E is at 
most 3 plus the 3-rank of CszcD,(e). From the action of e it is clear that the 
latter is at most 2, 3, 4, respectively, so this is a contradiction. 
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